MSIAM2 MSc thesis project proposal – Research

Numerical modeling of living tissues
Option : modeling, scientific computing and image analysis (MSCI)
Context – Biological tissues have structures which evolve, in particular during embryo development, wound healing or tumor proliferation. Their dynamics, regulated through an interplay
between genetics and mechanics, is complex. We aim at disentangling and understanding the
contribution of mechanics.

Left : monolayer of cells, migrating from left to right around a circular obstacle ; nuclei are in red,
and representative cells are in green.
Right : Soap froth monolayer flowing from left to right around a circular obstacle ; the experiment
(bottom) is compared with numerical predictions (top).
Objectives – The problem will be formulated as a system of partial differential equations. This
set of equations will describe, at a macroscopic scale, the behavior of a cell tissue moving on a
substrate. The behavior of the cell tissue could be described as a active viscoelastic fluid : it combines viscous fluid behavior with the elastic behavior of active individual cells in one mathematical
model.
By developing a code, based on the C++ Rheolef finite element library, we will be able to numerically solve the set of time-dependent partial differential equations. Then, numerical results will
be compared to available experimental data, obtained with real cell tissues at MSC lab. in Paris.
These comparisons will furnish some new ideas for improving the initial mathematical model,
for instance taking into account the active behavior of cells, or to introduce the cell orientation
information into the set of equations.
This work could continue during a PhD.
Required skills : applied mathematics ; computer science
Keywords : partial differential equations ; finite element method ; application to biology
Working place : LJK, Grenoble
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